LSU in Dublin & London 2019

JUNE 23 - JULY 21, 2019
$3,975 + TUITION/FEES + AIRFARE

#geauxabroad
http://abroad.lsu.edu
This is your chance to immerse yourself in Irish and English culture and gain an understanding of what life is like outside the United States.

Explore topics relating to gender studies, diversity, social justice, and education while getting to know these two cultures in deeper, more meaningful ways than what's possible through typical tourist visits.

CFS 2065: MANAGEMENT IN FAMILY SYSTEMS
EDCI 2001: EDUCATION, SCHOOLING, AND SOCIETY
EDCI 4900: YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE SET IN UK SCHOOLS
SW 2500: DIVERSITY IN IRELAND AND THE UK
SW 4070.001: INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL JUSTICE
SW 4070.002: EFFECTIVE RELATIONSHIPS & FAMILY LIFE